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I am pleased to present the fourth edition of The Foreign Investment Regulation Review. This year’s edition features contributions from 46 authors from 21 countries. Our contributors provide important insight into the regulatory framework for foreign investment review in their respective countries, as well as an overview of current trends and developments in this field.

In 2015, global foreign investment increased to its highest level since the global economic crisis began in 2008. The primary factor in the global growth of foreign investment was the significant increase in cross-border mergers and acquisitions.

Within this context, foreign investment reviews will continue to present complex issues for businesses, regulatory authorities and legal counsel. Legal practitioners and companies seeking to do business internationally will benefit by familiarising themselves with the regulatory frameworks outlined in this treatise. Of particular importance, this edition provides readers with practical guidance to navigate investments in major jurisdictions by anticipating key timing and substantive issues. It also brings to the readers’ attention key policy or ‘soft’ considerations when investing in a particular jurisdiction. We hope this edition will assist investors and businesses being acquired to better evaluate and manage the legal and political risks associated with investments that may be subject to foreign investment review, ultimately reducing transaction uncertainty and delay.

I would like to express my gratitude to each author and law firm involved in this project for the commitment of both their expertise and their time.

Please note that the views expressed in this book are those of the authors, and not those of their firms, any specific clients, the editor or the publisher.
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Toronto
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Chapter 18

SPAIN

Edurne Navarro and Alfonso Ventoso

I INTRODUCTION

Spain has been a global player in foreign investment since the mid-2000s thanks to its investment policy measures being predominantly geared towards investment liberalisation, promotion and facilitation. Spain is considered the sixth economy most open to foreign direct investment (FDI) according to the FDI Regulatory Restrictiveness Index prepared by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.

Foreign investment in Spain is fostered by, among other things, the fact that a number of Spanish multinational companies are global leaders in a variety of sectors; Spanish reforms to strengthen competitiveness and entrepreneurship; Spain’s membership of the European Union, which enables duty-free transactions and free movement of goods, services, capital and persons; and strong economic and business ties, and good communications, with Latin America, all of which have led to Spain becoming the location for the headquarters of multinational companies for their Latin American or European activities.

Even with a slowdown in foreign investment in the fourth quarter of the year in Spain, in 2015 the aggregate productive foreign investment data increased significantly compared with 2014 (by 11 per cent, up to €21.7 billion). There are, however, some concerns regarding the Spanish political spectrum, the effects of Brexit and even the outcome of the US elections, which, together with issues remaining at a microeconomic level in Spain (essentially, an exorbitant unemployment rate), may greatly influence foreign investors’ perception of Spain.

---

1 Edurne Navarro and Alfonso Ventoso are partners at Uría Menéndez.
Spain

II FOREIGN INVESTMENT REGIME

Spain has a favourable legal framework for foreign investors. Spanish law has adapted its foreign investment rules to a system of general liberalisation, without distinguishing between European Union (EU) residents and non-EU residents.

In addition to the general regime described below, Law 18/1992 of 1 July, establishing rules on foreign investments in Spain, provides a specific regime for non-EU persons investing in certain sectors: national defence-related activities, gambling, television, radio and air transportation.

For EU residents, the only sectors with a specific regime are the manufacture and trade of weapons or national defence-related activities.

i General regime for foreign investments

Royal Decree 664/1999 of 23 April, on external investments (RD 664/1999) established a liberalised system for foreign investments in Spain that provides two different declaration regimes to inform the Investments Registry of the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness:

a an ex ante declaration regime that applies only to investments made from a country or territory identified as a tax haven in Royal Decree 1080/1991 of 5 July. No ex ante declaration is required if the investment is made in listed shares or investment funds registered with the Spanish Securities Exchange Commission (CNMV) or involves less than 50 per cent of the Spanish company’s share capital; or for investments made in Spain by non-EU Member States acquiring property to be used as diplomatic and consular offices, except in cases where there is an agreement providing for deregulation under reciprocity rules in compliance with Additional Provision No. 3 of RD 664/1999. It is important to note that the ex ante declaration is not equivalent to a verification, non-objection or clearance requirement and, once the investment has been declared, the investor may carry out the investment; and

b an ex post declaration regime, which applies to all foreign investors, including those subject to an ex ante declaration, for administrative, statistical and economic purposes only.

The Council of Ministers can suspend this liberalised system on an ad hoc basis if investments affect, or may affect, public powers, public order, security or public health-related activities. If the liberalisation regime for foreign investments is suspended regarding a specific area or activity, such investment would require a prior administrative clearance from the Council of Ministers.

ii National defence-related activities

RD 664/1999 suspended the general liberalisation regime relating to foreign investments made in activities directly related to national defence, such as the manufacture or trade of weapons, ammunition, explosives and military equipment.
Therefore, any investment in any of these activities will require an authorisation from the Council of Ministers, except if the investment is made in listed companies that render activities in this sector and is below 3 per cent of the share capital, and the investment does not allow the foreign investor to directly or indirectly become part of the managing bodies.

iii Gambling

Law 13/2011 of 27 May, on the gambling sector, which regulates gambling activities carried out within a country (including online gambling), provides that direct and indirect non-EU investments in Spanish entities operating in the gambling sector are subject to the provisions of RD 664/1999; therefore, they are liberalised.

However, a Spanish licence must be obtained to operate gambling activities in Spain. Moreover, to operate in-person gambling (and all other gambling carried out at an autonomous regional level), an additional authorisation must be obtained from each autonomous region where gambling is to be carried out.

The regulation, inspection and control of gambling activities in Spain is carried out by the General Directorate of Gambling Planning of the Ministry of Finance and Public Authorities.

iv Television and radio (audiovisual sector)

As a general rule, under Law 7/2010 of 31 March, on audiovisual communication, there are no restrictions on the acquisition of holdings in Spanish companies belonging to the audiovisual communication services sector.

However, investors who are citizens or residents in a country that is not a member of the European Economic Area (EEA) can only hold stakes and voting rights in a Spanish audiovisual communication services company that uses spectrum in accordance with the principle of reciprocity.

Additionally, the shareholding held, directly or indirectly, by a non-EEA person in these operators may not exceed 25 per cent of the share capital of the Spanish audiovisual communication services licence holder, and the total shareholding in a Spanish audiovisual communication licence holder by non-EEA persons must not exceed 50 per cent on aggregate.

Certain restrictions also exist regarding simultaneous shareholdings in Spanish licence holders that use spectrum.

The restrictions referred to in the two preceding paragraphs are supervised by the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism.

---

3 Royal Decree 137/1993 of 29 January, on the regulation of weapons, and Royal Decree 230/1998 of 16 February, on the regulation of explosives, also establish the requirement of a special authorisation from the Council of Ministers for direct or indirect foreign investments in the following sectors: the firearm production and trade sector and the explosives production and trade sector.

4 Gambling carried out in an autonomous region range (including all in-person gambling) is governed by the regulations of the relevant autonomous region.
v Air transportation
Law 48/1960 of 21 July, on air navigation, and European Parliament and European Regulation 1008/2008 of 24 September, on common rules for the operation of air services in the European Community, provide that holders of operating licences of air transportation passengers must be majority-owned and effectively controlled by EU nationals.

When an airline becomes aware that the maintenance of operating licences or the exercise of traffic rights are at risk,\(^5\) it must make the circumstances public and notify, inter alia, the State Agency for Aviation Safety, which will in turn notify the Ministry of Public Infrastructures. From the moment of notification, no acquisition or transfer of shares may be made by foreign individuals or legal entities, unless the acquisition or transfer is accompanied by certification issued by the airline showing that the acquisition or transfer does not exceed the limits required by the applicable laws or the bilateral air traffic agreements signed by Spain regarding air transport.

Finally, if the airline is aware of any acquisition or transfer of shares that, in breach of the provisions described above, may jeopardise the requirements laid down in the laws and agreements mentioned above, the board of directors of the airline may acquire the shares in question for subsequent cancellation. In such cases, and until such time as the shares are physically transferred to the airline, the board of directors may resolve to suspend the voting rights attached to the shares.

vi Other sectors
Telecoms sector
The acquisition of holdings in Spanish companies in the telecommunications sector is liberalised, but certain restrictions exist on the simultaneous holding of telecommunications operators in Spain (see below regarding the acquisition of simultaneous holdings in principal operators).

Moreover, in accordance with Law 9/2014 of 9 May, on the regulation of telecommunications, telecoms activities can be rendered by EU companies and by non-EU companies provided that, in the latter case, there is an international treaty signed between Spain and the country of the relevant company. However, the Spanish government can authorise exceptions to this regime.

The rendering of telecoms services is subject only to prior communication, except in cases where the use of spectrum is required. In the latter case, a prior concession granted by the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism for the use of spectrum is required.

\(^5\) Pursuant to Law 14/2000 of 29 December, on fiscal, administrative and social measures, shares of Spanish airlines holding an operating licence must be in registered form and expressly state the nationality of the shareholder.
**Energy sector**

Under Law 3/2013 of 4 June, creating the National Commission on Markets and Competition (respectively, Law 3/2013 and NCMC), the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism controls share\(^6\) and strategic asset\(^7\) acquisitions in the energy sector.

The most notable feature of this control is that it is made following an *ex post* communication regime (i.e., there is no proper authorisation). However, the Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism would be entitled to impose conditions in the following circumstances:

\( a \) there is a true and serious threat to the guarantee of electricity, gas or hydrocarbons supply; and

\( b \) the acquisition is made by an energy sector company or a non-EU or non-EEA resident company.

Apart from this, the acquisition of holdings in the market operators (i.e., Operador del Mercado Ibérico de Energía, Polo Español, Red Eléctrica de España, Enagás GTS and Compañía Logística de Hidrocarburos CLH) beyond a certain threshold is restricted, regardless of the nationality of the acquirer.\(^8\)

Finally, Spanish regulations provide that individuals or entities that participate, directly or indirectly, in more than 3 per cent of the share capital of more than one principal operator (a utility company that is among the five companies with higher market value in the relevant sector) in the same energy market or industry among those specified in the above-mentioned provision (including power generation and electricity supply, and natural gas production and supply), may not exercise their voting rights in excess of the 3 per cent threshold or appoint any directors, unless upon a prior authorisation from the NCMC.\(^9\)

**Financial sector**

Investments carried out by either local or foreign investors in certain financial entities, such as credit entities, insurance or reinsurance companies and investment services entities, must follow an authorisation or non-opposition process before the European Central Bank (through the Bank of Spain), the General Directorate of Insurance and Pension Funds or the CNMV, respectively.\(^10\)

---

6 The share acquisition should confer a significant influence over the acquired company (Law 3/2013 does not provide any threshold above which a ‘significant influence’ should be presumed).

7 Such as nuclear power stations, coal-fired power stations, oil refineries, oil pipelines and oil-bearing storage areas.

8 Red Eléctrica de España and Enagás GTS have additional restrictions in terms of the exercise of voting rights.

9 The NCMC, which has been operational since 6 October 2013, replaces the previous Spanish National Energy Commission.

10 Law 10/2014 on discipline, supervision and solvency of credit entities; Law 20/2015 of 14 July on management, supervision and solvency of insurers and reinsurers; and Royal Decree Law 4/2015 of 23 October on the securities market.
The general threshold requiring the prior authorisation of these public regulators is 10 per cent or more of the voting rights, or a percentage that, although lower than 10 per cent, allows the exertion of a significant influence in the relevant entity. ¹¹

Finally, the CNMV must also authorise the acquisition of a direct or indirect holding in Bolsas y Mercados Españoles (the holding of the Spanish stock exchanges) representing 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 33, 40 or 50 per cent of the voting rights, or a percentage that, despite being lower than 1 per cent, allows the exertion of a significant influence in the company.

### III TYPICAL TRANSACTIONAL STRUCTURES

#### i Setting up a business in Spain

Investments in Spain may be carried out directly. There are two main structures available for conducting business operations in Spain: incorporating a subsidiary company (or acquiring an existing subsidiary company) or establishing a branch.

In practice, there are no operational differences between the two structures, and there are no business restrictions deriving from the type of structure. Both branches and subsidiaries must be registered at the Commercial Registry. In addition, the creation of these structures requires the execution of a public deed before a Spanish notary public. Moreover, both entities must comply with certain tax and accounting registrations and ongoing obligations.

**Subsidiary**

A subsidiary is a company (i.e., an independent legal entity) that may conform to any of the corporate structures provided for under Spanish law. A subsidiary enjoys full legal standing and decision-making autonomy. It has its own share capital, articles of association, management bodies and governing policies.

The investment corporate vehicles most frequently used in Spain are the public limited company and the private limited company. Both exclude shareholders’ liability for the company’s obligations or liabilities. Spanish law also regulates other types of entities, some of which entail a shareholder’s liability for the company’s obligations if not settled.

**Branch**

A branch has no separate legal personality different from the company to which it pertains. The head office and all its branches share the same legal personality (that is, they are all the same legal entity).

The establishment of a branch does not require compliance with all the requirements set out in Spanish law for the incorporation of a new company, but it is still necessary that a resolution be passed by the head office of the company, a notarial deed executed in Spain, and at least two managers be appointed and authorised to act in Spain on behalf of the branch. The branch must also comply with certain reporting obligations.

As regards the liability of the branch, since a branch has no separate legal personality, the foreign head company operating in Spain through a branch will be liable for the obligations of the branch.

¹¹ Pre-approval must also be obtained when crossing thresholds of 20, 30 and 50 per cent, or whenever control of the entity could be obtained by means of an acquisition.
ii Corporate law residency requirements

Under Spanish law, non-Spanish entities or individuals that carry out any activity with potential tax implications in Spain must obtain a tax identification number (tax ID) in Spain. The tax ID identifies individuals, legal entities and entities without legal personality pursuant to Law 58/2003 of 17 December, on general tax.

Regarding legal entities domiciled abroad, to obtain a tax ID, such foreign entities must submit the following documentation to the Spanish tax authorities:

- the corresponding tax ID application form (tax form 036);
- evidence of the valid formation and existence of the non-Spanish entity (an excerpt from the Commercial Registry where the entity is located or any other official document will suffice for this purpose); and
- if appropriate, a special power of attorney granted by the non-Spanish entity in favour of any Spanish individual or entity to request the tax ID on behalf of the foreign entity.

Documents listed in (a) and (b) must be duly notarised and legalised.

Foreign individuals must request a foreign identification number by filing the following documentation:

- the corresponding application form (EX-15 form) duly signed by the non-Spanish individual;
- declaration of the grounds for the application for the tax ID;
- a notarised copy of the complete passport duly apostilled; and
- if appropriate, a special power of attorney granted by the foreign individual in favour of any Spanish individual or entity to request the duly legalised tax ID on its behalf.

iii Takeover bids by foreign companies

Under Royal Decree 1066/2007 of 27 July, on takeover bids, the obligation to make a mandatory takeover bid would be triggered, irrespective of the nationality or residence of the bidders, if:

- a percentage of voting rights in the listed company equal to or in excess of 30 per cent of its voting rights is acquired, direct or indirectly; or
- upon an acquisition, the relevant company holds an interest carrying less than 30 per cent of the voting rights of the listed company, but within the 24-month period following the acquisition appoints a number of directors who, together with those already appointed, represent at least one-half plus one of the members of the board of directors of the listed company.

However, there are certain rules whose application may vary depending on the nationality of the bidder, such as the possibility of releasing the directors of the affected company from their duty of passivity if the applicable law of the country of origin of the foreign bidder does not provide for the duty of passivity as a general duty, and the bidder has also not submitted voluntarily thereto under a resolution adopted by its shareholders at a general meeting.

iv Other structures for on-the-ground presence

An alternative for marketing and distributing foreign products in Spain without creating a separate structure (i.e., neither a company nor a branch) is to enter into a distribution
agreement or an agency agreement with a local company operating in Spain. Additionally, an investor may carry out a service in collaboration with another company through a joint venture.

Distribution and agency agreements must be carefully negotiated and drafted. When an agency agreement is terminated, the agent is entitled to claim an indemnity from the other company in consideration for the agent having attracted new clients for the principal party or increased sales to pre-existing customers. Courts have also expanded the indemnification obligation to distribution agreements not clearly separated from agency agreements. The indemnification cost may be significant.

Apart from contractual joint ventures, Spanish law provides for additional forms of joint venture:

a. temporary business alliances (TBAs), which are established for the purpose of carrying out a specific project or service, allowing several companies to operate together in one common project; and

b. economic interest groupings (EIGs), which are commonly used to provide centralised services within the context of a broader association or group of companies, such as centralised purchasing, sales, information management or administrative services.

One of the key differences between TBAs and EIGs is that EIGs are commercial entities with a legal personality separate from their partners.

IV REVIEW PROCEDURE

i Definition of foreign investor and investment

Under Spanish law, foreign investors are defined as individuals not resident in Spain, legal entities domiciled abroad and foreign public entities.

With regard to foreign investment, this would include the following:

a. holdings in Spanish companies;

b. establishment and increase of capital allocated to branches;

c. subscription for and acquisition of marketable debt security issued by residents;

d. holdings in foreign investment funds registered with the CNMV;

e. acquisition of property sited in Spain and valued at more than €3,005,060.52, or any investment from a tax-haven jurisdiction regardless of value of property; and

f. formation of or participation in joint ventures, foundations, economic interest groupings, cooperatives and co-ownerships if the total value exceeds €3,005,060.52, or any investment from a tax-haven jurisdiction regardless of amount.

ii Review procedure

The review procedure by the relevant competent authority of an acquisition of an interest in, or an asset of, a Spanish company (or the concession of a licence) in the sectors described in Section II, supra, in which an authorisation is required differs between sectors, and varies

---

12 Governed by Law 18/1982 of 26 May, concerning the tax regime of temporary business groupings and associations and regional industrial development companies.

13 Governed by Law 12/1991 of 29 April, on economic interest groupings.
depending the type of investment; in some cases, the nationality of the acquirer (e.g., EU versus non-EU investors) also introduces certain peculiarities. Because of the limited scope of this chapter, only a brief overview of the main features of this procedure is provided.

The authorisation period ranges from 30 days to six months, depending on the affected sector. It is important to highlight that, in general, these authorisation periods may be suspended by the relevant competent body (by means of information requests), and that the period can therefore be extended. As a general rule, if a resolution denying the acquisition is not issued after the expiration of the period, the authorisation can be presumed.

In the case of authorisations related to the financial sector, the information that must be provided in the authorisation request is broadly described in the applicable regulations, and generally aims to offer proof of the investor's integrity, experience, solvency and its ability to comply with all the applicable sectoral legislation.

Except in the case commented on in Section II.vi, ‘Energy sector’, supra, authorisations generally operate as a condition precedent, and the transaction cannot be closed until the authorisation is obtained.

During the review process, the public bodies are obliged to keep the information confidential. However, the dissemination of information between different departments has an inherent risk of leakage. In the event of such a leak, the existence of the transaction could reach the media, but normally information provided to the regulator is not leaked.

With the exception of competition files, in which other players in the sector may express their position regarding the potential acquisition, authorisation processes are handled only with the interested parties (the acquirer or the buyer, or both, as the case may be).

A public resolution denying an authorisation is subject to administrative or judicial challenge, or both.

iii Competition

Companies planning to enter the Spanish market should take into consideration the fact that the acquisition of, or merger with, companies active in Spain may be subject to a mandatory merger control review by the competition authorities. This mandatory review regime implies an obligation on the acquiring company or on the merging parties to notify the deal and to suspend its execution until its approval by the authorities.

Transactions that may be subject to merger control review are mergers of two independent companies; acquisitions of sole or joint control over undertakings; and the creation of a joint venture.

A notification and suspension obligation will apply provided that certain thresholds are met. In this regard, it is important to take into account that two different sets of rules apply to transactions affecting the Spanish market: EU merger control rules and Spanish legislation. For transactions that do not reach the EU thresholds (typically those of a smaller

14 Once the authorisation is granted, all or part of the information can be accessed by third parties in the internal registries that most regulatory bodies maintain.

15 If a transaction has an EU dimension, the European Commission will have exclusive jurisdiction over the merger, and the Spanish merger control procedure will not apply. In this regard, Council Regulation (EC) 139/2004 on the control of concentrations between undertakings sets out the relevant thresholds that trigger the obligation to notify the European Commission.
Spanish merger control legislation may apply. According to this legislation, transactions must be notified to the national competition authority if one of the following alternative thresholds is triggered: if the transaction results in the acquisition or increase of a market share of 30 per cent or more in the relevant market in Spain; or if the combined turnover of the relevant undertakings in Spain amounts to €240 million, provided that at least two of the undertakings concerned have a turnover of €60 million in Spain.

However, transactions are exempt from the notification obligation where the turnover or assets in Spain of the acquired company do not exceed €10 million, as long as the parties do not have an individual or joint market share of 50 per cent or more in any of the markets concerned.

Public takeover bids will not be subject to the suspension obligation provided in the Spanish merger control legislation provided the following conditions are met: the transaction must be notified to the national competition authority within five days of the submission of the bid to the CNMV; and the acquirer must not exercise the voting rights attached to the shares acquired, or must do so only to maintain the full value of those investments and on the basis of a derogation granted by the competition authority.

V FOREIGN INVESTOR PROTECTION

With regard to multilateral international treaties related to the protection of foreign investments, Spain joined the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) in 1994, whose primary purpose is to provide facilities for conciliation and arbitration of international investment disputes. In 1998, Spain ratified its adhesion to the Energy Charter Treaty, signed in Lisbon on 17 December 1994, which establishes a legal framework through which to promote long-term cooperation between its members in the energy field and provides protection to investors similar to that established in the bilateral investment treaties (BITs) described below.

Moreover, Spain has entered into BITs for the promotion and protection of investments with a significant number of countries. These BITs have been agreed with countries that are, or are meant to be, the main focus of Spanish investments and that have a similar structure, which can be summarised as follows:

- admission and promotion in their respective territories of investments coming from the other country;
- the obligation for the host country to bestow fair and equitable treatment to the foreign investment;

---

16 The NCMC was created by means of Law 3/2013 of 4 June. This new authority merged the prior competition authority, the National Competition Commission (CNC), with several sector regulators responsible for telecoms, energy, postal services, audiovisual, railway and airports.

c. non-discrimination, which obliges the host country to confer on investors of the signatory country the same beneficial rights as those offered to third-country investors (most-favoured nation clause) and to offer to such investors a treatment no less favourable than that granted to national investors (national treatment clause);
d. the obligation for each country to allow investors from the other country to repatriate the rents, profits and any other payments related to the investments made; and
e. the banning of expropriation or similar acts, except where, for public interest reasons, with no discrimination, the legal process is followed and there is appropriate compensation.

The BITs include mechanisms enabling investors to bring any dispute to different international tribunals of arbitration after a period of friendly negotiations and, in some cases, after the submission of the dispute to the local jurisdiction. In connection with this, ICSID and the ad hoc arbitration set forth in the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) Arbitral Regulations are the preferred tribunals of arbitration, but in some other BITs, such as those with Cuba and the Dominican Republic, parties direct their disputes to the International Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce. Additionally, the Energy Charter Treaty allows disputes to be brought before the ad hoc arbitration of the UNCITRAL Arbitral Regulations or the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce.

In addition, from the perspective of the private relationships between investors, any person has the right to submit any controversy to the Spanish tribunals (whenever these are competent), which resolutions are appealable before a higher tribunal. Moreover, and regarding arbitration, Spain adhered in 1977 to the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 10 June 1958, and has incorporated in its internal legislation the main features of the UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration.

Finally, the Lisbon Treaty has given the European Commission full exclusive competence regarding foreign direct investment. Accordingly, the European Commission will gradually negotiate and sign new BITs on behalf of all 27 Member States with a view to the progressive replacement of Member State BITs that are in force or may enter into force. However, until this replacement occurs, it is provided that Member State BITs with third countries may be maintained in force or enter into force, as long as they do not constitute a serious obstacle to the negotiation or conclusion by the European Union of bilateral investment agreements with third countries.

VI OTHER STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS

The strategy to carry out foreign investment in Spain will obviously depend on the features of the potential investment and the target (e.g., acquiring a controlling stake differs from acquiring a minority stake, and whether a regulatory approval or an antitrust clearance is needed is also relevant).

18 Law 60/2003 of 23 December, on arbitration.
As in every investment opportunity, beforehand it is critical to analyse the financial, legal and tax implications of the transaction and the resulting structure to make sure that any potential synergies are achieved. It is also advisable to gain an understanding of Spanish employment law and check that any labour plans for the target are lawful.

In the event of major investments triggering regulatory approvals by a supervisor (other than in a takeover bid scenario, where confidentiality is crucial), it is generally advisable to approach the relevant supervisor to explain the transaction and the proposed timetable. This will not guarantee that the transaction will be authorised, but it will certainly smooth the process (when public officers are informed in advance of a given transaction and its background, they are likely to be more interested in starting the file analysis). However, any such approach will be considered on a case-by-case basis, and balancing the consequences of potential information leaks.

VII CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS

i Relevant investments

What follows is a list of the most relevant investments made by foreign investors in Spanish companies or assets since July 2015 to June 2016:

a the acquisition by a company managed by Grove Capital Management (United Kingdom) of a portfolio of unsecured credits belonging to Banco Santander, for approximately €369 million;
b the acquisition by Vente-Privé (France) of Privalia (a Spanish online outlet) for approximately €500 million;
c the acquisition by Vortex (managed by the Egyptian investment bank EFG Hermes) of 49 per cent of EDPR (a Spanish company engaged in the renewable energy business) for approximately €550 million;
d the acquisition by General Electric (United States) of the thermal, renewables and grid businesses of Alstom globally (including the Spanish business) for approximately US$16.9 billion;
e the acquisition by Goldman Sachs (through its British division) and TPG of a portfolio of secured loans belonging to CaixaBank, for approximately €800 million;
f the acquisition by Lone Star Funds (United States) of the property management arm and around half the real estate assets of Kutxabank (a Spanish bank) for approximately €930 million;
g the acquisition by Group Ardian (France) of a 10 per cent stake in Compañía Logística de Hidrocarburos CLH a Spanish company owned by Repsol, for approximately €325 million;
h the acquisition by a company managed by Grove Capital Management of two portfolios of unsecured credits belonging to Bankinter, for approximately €270 million;
i the launching by Inversora Carso (a Mexican company holding, directly and indirectly, more than 50 per cent of FCC’s voting rights) of a mandatory tender offer for all the shares and other securities granting voting rights in FCC, for a maximum total consideration of approximately €1.5 billion; and

19 Sales of foreign assets or companies held by Spanish companies are not included in this list.
the acquisition by Inversora Carso of approximately 30 per cent of Realia’s share capital, carried out in several stages including the purchase of a 16.7 per cent stake from Bankia, the subscription of new shares in a capital increase, several open market transactions and the launching of a tender offer for Realia’s entire share capital.

On a separate note, Spanish capital market transactions have slowed down during the first half of 2016 as a consequence of the uncertainty regarding the Spanish national elections (in December 2015 and June 2016) and Brexit. Notwithstanding this, several equity capital market transactions with a material foreign investment component have been completed, including, among others, the initial public offerings of Telepizza Group (a leading Spanish pizza delivery company, the fourth largest global player by number of stores) and Parques Reunidos (a leading global operator of regional leisure parks), with an initial market capitalisation of €780.6 million and €1.25 billion, respectively.

Moreover, there have been several debt issues (e.g., Mapfre, Abertis, Merlin Propertis, Enagás and Red Eléctrica Corporación) and share capital increases carried out by banks and listed companies (e.g., Banco Popular, Hispania Activos Inmobiliarios and FCC).

Possible trends
The economic and political situation is even more uncertain than last year. At a local level, future trends in foreign investment during 2016 and 2017 will very much depend on how and when the new Spanish government is formed, and the possibility of implementing a reform programme that contributes to sustaining growth in the Spanish economy. From an international perspective, the effects of Brexit are still difficult to measure, although it will necessarily affect the Spanish economy (the United Kingdom is Spain’s sixth biggest investor country) and the rest of the eurozone.

Nevertheless, according to ICEX Spain Trade and Investment, opportunities may still be found among Spanish companies, particularly in the following sectors: information and communications technology, automotive industry, logistics and transport, aerospace, biotechnology and pharma, agribusiness, real estate and tourism, and environment and natural resources.
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